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MARK  of the BEAST, His IMAGE, in the RIGHT HAND, or FOREHEAD, TAKE HIS 

NAME, AND/or NUMBER 9/3/2020 

INTRO: See at the bottom the summary of the research intermingled with the scriptures.  The 

immunization is a body sensor that attaches to the inside of a person, it is a chip (gel), linked to 

computers, etc. It also is the Mark of the Beast, and if you take it changes you, your DNA, and it seems 

that in some sequence it allows possession of evil demonic control or spirits. You become Satan’s 

property if you accept or you cannot travel, purchase, go to stores, work, or whatever. This separates 

Gods people from Satan’s. Or so it seems? 

Rev 13:16 G5585/G5584/G142/ H2785 “He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and 

slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, 17 “and that no one may buy or 

sell except one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. 18 (Greek 

above) “Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate count and decide by voting, to 

manipulate, to rub kernals from the husk, rub to pieces... Number means a multitude to take up or away, 

remove, soul away, to take away from another what is his by force/Serpents/dead bodies the number of 

the beast, Satan’s system, kingdom, for it is the number of a man: His number is 666.  

Amos 9:9 kernel ... shake Israel along with the other nations, as grain is shaken in a sieve, yet not one 

TRUE kernel will be lost—kernel seeds, vine product, grape seeds [Wrath-winepress those lost?]. 

Plucking out is the rapture, no one is lost. The rest go into the wrath of God. 

Image of the beast means: likeness=man, moral representative to be and act like, who yield, to be weak, 

to surrender, to give in, succumb, take a person to use, and catch.  

MARK χάραξ charássō (to sharpen to a point; akin to G1125 through the idea of scratching, laceration, 

wound, abrasion); a stake, i.e. (by implication-consequence, allegation) a palisade besiege, protest, 

strike, or rampart, Thesaurus; fortification, barricade, battlement, LOCK UP, deny access to, obstruct, 

shut in, (military mound for circumvallation in a siege):—trench. 

Injection-pierce, wound, cut, gash, scratch (Thesaurus: English) 

HAND G5495 by the help or agency of any one, by means of any one (Nurse?), in punishing, in 

determining and controlling the destinies of men (HAND=power, instrument, an act of homage, duty, 

service, and honor overhaul, ritual, habit or formal procedure, i.e. masks, etc.) in the sense of congener 

(gulf, chasm between heaven and hell which is impassive, a channel to in to pour a foul tempest or 

storm, winter=hell into somebody or something that belongs to the same class, group, or type-a plant of 

the same genus, species, manner, nature, brand, identifying mark, imprint, ID, documents, 

detection)...contact tracing and identification of a person. 

These that take the MARK those who take the immunization receive the WRATH of God 3 years from 

2020 approx.  

FOREHEAD G3349 Rev 7:3 (related to being sealed by God or another?) space between the eyes, the 

face opposite, clashing at odds, the countenance (pretense, veneer, public image, outward show, 
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impression) (it is a seal-corona=crown] the Father Gods name or Whom? Forehead root G3326 meta 

(informal : concerning or providing information about members of its own category-ID2020 body 

sensor, transponder and chip) denoting accompaniment; "amid" association, succession (shots?) and 

joined, occupying, together, and sequence. Same relations of participation. 

RIGHT HAND – right side, place of honor and authority, (Messiah is in the Right) seat of power, rough 

breathing, to take with the hand, to receive, used of a place receiving one (immunization), to grant 

access... to receive favorably, give ear to, embrace, make one's own, approve, not to reject, to receive. 

i.e. to take upon one's self, sustain, bear, endure. 
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SUMMARY: “He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark 

scratching, laceration, wound, abrasion, scratch nick, pull out; a pin through or nail (needle), by 

consequence, allegation to siege, protest, strike, fortification, barricade, LOCK UP, deny access to, 

obstruct, shut in, military mound for a town or camp in a siege:—trench=contract/on their right hand 

right side, place of honor and authority, (Messiah is in the Right) seat of power, rough breathing, to take 

with the hand, to receive, used of a place receiving to grant access (immunization, BLM, Antifa)...to 

receive favorably, give ear to, embrace, make one's own, approve, not to reject, to take upon one's self, 

sustain, or on their forehead related to being sealed by God or another?   

Cont: The space between the eyes coronal/Crown, the face opposite, clashing at odds, the countenance 

veneer, public image, outward show, and impression. It is a seal-corona=crown of Satan or the Father 

Gods name. Hand: by the help or agency of any one, by means, method, process of any one, in 

punishing, in determining and controlling the destinies of men the HAND is the power, instrument, an 

act of homage, duty, service, and honor overhaul, ritual, habit or formal procedure, masks, etc. in the 

significance, wisdom of awareness of the gulf, chasm between heaven and hell which is impassive, a 

channel to pour a foul tempest or storm, winter and hell into somebody or something that belongs to the 

same class, group, or type-a plant of the same genus, species, manner, nature, brand, identifying mark, 

imprint, ID, documents, detection and identification of a person.  

Forehead concerning or providing information about members of its own category (ID2020 body sensor, 

transponder and chip) denoting accompaniment; "amid" association, succession (shots) and joined, 

occupying, together, demonic possession, and sequence/progression. Same relations of participation. 

17 “and that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark a possible Injection-pierce, 

wound, cut, gash, scratch or the name of the beast Satans kingdom and system, or the number (6’ 

666) of his name. 18  “Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate count and decide 

by voting, to manipulate, to rub kernels from the husk, rub to pieces...Number means a multitude to take 

up or away, remove, soul away, to take away from another what is his by force/Serpents/dead bodies the 

number of the beast, Satan’s system, kingdom, for it is the number of a man: His number is 666 B. 

Gates Patent, HB6666.  

 


